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5:101-1.1 Purpose

This chapter constitutes the rules of the New Jersey Historic Trust "in but not of" the Department of Community Affairs for the Garden State Historic Preservation Trust Fund Grants Program for the award of grants on a competitive basis for the preservation, restoration or rehabilitation of historic properties owned by State agencies and entities, local government units, and by tax-exempt nonprofit organizations, under P.L. 2007, c. 119, P.L. 2009, c. 117, and terminated or lapsed grants under P.L. 1987, c. 265, P.L. 1992, c. 88 and P.L. 1995, c. 204, and P.L. 1999, c. 152 which are to be redistributed, shall be subjected to this chapter, in accord with the Garden State Preservation Trust Act, N.J.S.A. 13:8C-1 et seq.

5:101-1.2 Severability

If a court of competent jurisdiction declares any portion of this chapter invalid, the remainder of this chapter is not to be affected.

5:101-1.3 Definitions

The following words and terms, as used in this chapter, shall have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.

“Act” means the Garden State Trust Fund Act, N.J.S.A. 13:8C-1 et seq.

“Applicant” means the State agency or entity, local government unit or nonprofit organization that submits an application for a historic preservation grant.

“Approved project period” means the amount of time prescribed in the project agreement in which the grant recipient must complete satisfactorily the approved historic preservation project to be eligible for the full funding authorized for the project.
“Construction grant” means the matching funds appropriated from the Garden State Historic Preservation Trust Fund for the purpose of planning and/or undertaking the preservation, restoration or rehabilitation of a historic property.

“Deputy Historic Preservation Officer” means the person designated in writing by the Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection to administer the State Historic Preservation Program to identify and nominate eligible properties to the State and National Registers of Historic Places.

“District” means a significant cohesive concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development. A district may also be comprised of individual elements that although linked by association or function were separated geographically during the period of significance, as a district of contiguous archaeological sites or a canal system where man-made segments are interconnected by natural bodies of water.

“Fund” means the Garden State Historic Preservation Trust Fund.

“Garden State Preservation Trust” means a public body corporate and politic, with corporate succession, established in but not of the Department of the Treasury.

“Grant agreement” means a document executed by the New Jersey Historic Trust and a grant recipient which provides a specified amount of grant assistance for a historic preservation project approved by the Trust and subject to conditions to assure benefit to the public, compliance with public laws, and continued preservation of the property, structure or site.

“Grant recipient” means the applying State agency or entity, local government unit or nonprofit organization named in a project agreement executed with the Trust that has been selected to receive grant funds for a historic preservation project.

“Heritage tourism project” means those activities or initiatives that plan, support and enhance visitor experience to the places that authentically represent the stories and people of the past and can include linkages between historic, cultural and natural resources.

“Historic” as applied to any property, structure, facility or site means any area, site, district, structure, or object approved for inclusion, or which meets the criteria for inclusion, in the New Jersey Register of Historic Places pursuant to P.L. 1970, c.268 (N.J.S.A. 13:1B-15.128 et seq.).

“Historic preservation grant” means monies approved by the New Jersey Historic Trust to fund a historic preservation project.

“Historic preservation project” means work directly related to the restoration, preservation or rehabilitation of a historic property, structure, facility, site, or district, and shall include: any work related to providing access thereto for handicapped or disabled persons in accord with the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C.A. § 12101 to § 12213 and the State Barrier Free Subcode, N.J.A.C. 5:23-7; and work directly related to the planning for future preservation activities at a historic property, structure, facility, site, or district; and site management activities at a historic property, structure, facility, site, or district.

“Historic preservation project cost” means the expenses incurred in connection with:

1. All things deemed necessary or useful and convenient in connection with historic preservation projects;

2. The execution of any agreements or franchises as determined by the New Jersey Historic Trust to be necessary or useful and convenient in connection with any project funded in whole or in part using constitutionally dedicated moneys;

3. The procurement or provision of appraisal, archaeological, architectural, conservation, design, engineering, financial, geological, historic research, hydrological, inspection, legal, planning, relocation, surveying, or other professional advice, estimates, reports, services, or studies;

4. Management related to the funded project;

5. The undertaking of feasibility studies; and

6. Reimbursement to any fund of the State of moneys that may have been transferred or advanced therefrom to any fund established by the act, or any moneys that may have been expended therefrom for, or in connection with, the Act.

“Historic site management grant” means the matching funds appropriated from the Garden State Historic Preservation Trust Fund for the purpose of planning for the preservation, restoration or rehabilitation of a historic property, determining the feasibility of proceeding with a capital historic preservation project, or activities that aid in strengthening the local government unit or nonprofit organization’s capabilities to operate and sustain a historic site and enhance their ability to serve the public and further their mission.

“Improvement” means the act of upgrading the basic physical condition of a property in a manner consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. This type of activity includes upgrading mechanical systems, providing appropriate barrier-free access for handicapped persons, and bringing a property into conformance with building codes.

“Local government unit” means, with respect to historic preservation projects, a county, municipality, or any agency thereof, which owns or leases on a long-term basis a historic